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these orange yellow colors are consumed day b y  day in 
large quantities, and have great advantages over the pro
duct sold under the name of chrysoidine. 

Rocceline is the product obtained by the reaction of the 
diazoic derivative of sulpho-conjugated naphthylamine upon 
naphthol. This product gives shades very similar to orchil, 
but brighter, and is in comparison very economical. It is 
much used at present by silk dyers, who value it for its 
cheapness, its beauty, and its fastness. Upon wool it ren
ders it possible to obtain cheap garnets, for which magenta 
is unfit by reason of its instability. Rocceline is employed 
with great advantage as a substitute for orchil and cudbear 
for the red grounds of compound colors. If mixed with 
the oranges it gives a great number of red tones, such as 
cardinal, amaranlb, etc. 

French red is an intermediate product between rocceline 
and orange No. 2, and it is used for cheap searlets.-Lyons 
Textil.-Ohemical Review. 

CARBIDES OBTAINED FROM AMERICAN 
PETROLEUM. 

By L. PRUNIER. 

. 
A NEW BASE, C,.H,.N.. I n!3rvous� In a closed chamber of sheet-iron the pressu� of 

By C BOTTINGER. aIr was Increased 0'17 m. (total pressure 0'92 ill.) The patIent . 
I 

lay upon a mattress, and M. Pre terre applied the nose-piece 
Tms base Is obtained as a product of the reaction of ben· of the apparatus, which he employs for the administration 

zol-chloride with aniline. On heating the base with mer· of pure nitrous oxide, connected with a bag containinp," a 
curic chloride or with arsenic acid it is converted into a I mixture of 85 parts of nitrous oxide and 15 of oxygen. 
true coloring matter. In the former caEe the solution is The pulse was, before the administration, rather rapid, when 
first clear, and then reddens, the coloring matter being suddenly, ten or fifteen seconds after the first inhalation, 
developed with a brisk reaction. The crude dye if! a red- without any change in the pulse, respiration, or color of the 
dish violet. skin, without any agitation or excitement, the arm became 

GAGS. 
thoroughly flaccid, insensibility and muscular relaxation 
were complete, the cornea could be touched without Willk
lng. The operation was commenced and completed, and 

OUR leaders are respectfully requested not to laugh, for a the dressing applied, without the least movement on the gag, odd as it sounds, is no laughing matter. It is a some- part of the patient, who kept in a calm sleep, the pulse havthing out of which a man of tact will often for a time make ing fallen to the normal frequellcy. At the end of four more money than a man of taleut cau derive from a genuine, minutes, when the operation was over, slight contractions important invention. A gag is some article possessing use- occurred in one arm, and then in the leg. The mouthpiece ful properties, dressed up in some strange disguise, and in was removed; and the contractions ceased. The patient convirtue thereof sold for much more than it is really worth. tinued to sleep for thirty seconds, and then was readily But as example is better than precept, we will give a few awakened, and stated that she felt well and was verI hungry, instances of gags that have actually had in their day a very and remembered ouly a sensation of "grand bien·etre," prosuccessful run, and which have faded away to give place to duced by the first inhalations. She seemed" to mount up to others. Some years ago, when the use of chrome (l>ichro- the sky, which she saw blue with stars." She was able to THE light petroleums, if submitted to dissociation by heat, mate of Ilotash) first became known to black dyers in the walk, took food almost immediately, and complained of no become a source of incomplete car�ides of. different orders, north of England, some drysalter, whose name we never unplea8ant consequence. less rich in carbon than the formemc carbide, but capable, learnt and is really nothing to the purpose was seized with The details of this case are interestiug, as showing the if the action of heat is sufficiently prolonged, of recombiu- a haPPl thought. He ground up chrome to a fine powder, quickness with which the anresthesia was produced and with ing among themselve� so as to form more complex com- , mixed It up with some cheap inert black matter-probably which it passed off-a striking difference from the effects of pounds. Among the mcomplete carbon� ethylen, propylen, animal charcoal, which was then lower in price than it has ether and chloroform. Mu-ch more important operations, butyl en,. and. acetylen have been recog!llzed. They are lr?- been since-and sold the mixture in small kegs as the "new sixteen in number, have been performed by M. Pean-three compam�d �Imultaneouslf by t?e ulterIOr pr.odu?ts of their black mordant," at a higher price than the best chrome. amputations of the breast, four operations upon bone, six polymenzatlOn, or of theIr reciprocal combm�tlO!l' benzol, As a matter of course this powder would dye a black if pro- extirpations of tumors, a resection of the infra orbital nerve, ethyl-acetylen, or crotonyl. By a novel applicatIOn of the perly used along with logwood. As another matter of course and two reductions of dislocations of the shoulder of three �eneral metho� of solve�ts . the prod�cts have been frac- it acted no better than chrome, which it really was; and as and four days' duration. The anIPsthesia was maintained tlOnate? accordl.n� to � prmclple ver:;: dI�erent fr�m that of a third it was less advantageous, as the inert black matter for periods var,Ying from four to twenty-six minutes. The a fract\Onat�d dlstII.latlOn and crystalhzatlOn. In �hls manner was paidfor at the price of chrome, or something higher to time occupied m producing anIP,sthesia varied from fifteen each of the mdu�tnal products �ay be resolved mto a great pay for the trouble of grinding and mixing. The most iute- seconds to two minutes. Complete return of sensibility took number of carbides, among WhICh are anthracen, phenan- resting feature of the affair is that certaiu dyers found this place commonly in one minute; sometimes a slight degree of thren, chrysen, pyren, chrysogen, benzeryt�ren, et.c. Sol- marve10 us black mordant very much superior to chrome. analgesia persisted for one or two minutes more. In one vents such as benzol, and even petroleum. If applied at a Some indeed declared that without i t  they could not pro- operation a slight accident permitted the patient to take one boiling heat and for a long time, fix themselves upon certain duce � chrom� black fit to look at. Whether that was the inspiration of the external air. She immediately began to of the higher carbides, and bring them down to proportions influence of the black powder upon their imagination or was talk, but complained of no pain. The first fresh inspiration of carbon not exceeding 94 and 95 per cent. due to some other occult reason we are really unable to say. of the gas arrested her speech instantly, and she did not, 
- ----- --:c_-=-:= In short, the article sold extensively, and we believe that after recovery, remember the incident. The pulse and re-

CHLORINE, BROMINE, AND IODINE. several chemieal manufacturers, doubtless after a great spiration were sometimes quickened at the commencement amount of study and research, succeeded in making up this of the inhalation, but it was difficult to �ay how far this was wonderful compound to the satisfaction of customers. due to the action of the gas. With insensibility the normal By ANTONY GUYARD. 
THE three bodies should exist in solution in the state of 

chlorides, bromides, and iodides. If wholly or partly pres
ent as chi orates, etc .. they must be reduced by treatment 
with an excess of sulphurous acid. The mixture, acidulated 
with sulphurous acid, is treated with a slight excess of a 
mixture of bisulphite of soda and sulphate of copper. The 
iodine is precipitated immediately and very completel, as 
cuprous iodide, in which state it may be directly determmed 
with much accuracv. The results are liable to be erroneous 
only in presence of sulpho-cyanides-a circumstance not t'o 
00 expected in practice. After filtering off the cuprous 
iodide the liquid is boiled with an excess of sulphuric acid 
until all the sulphurous acid of the sulphites has been com
pletely expelled. 

When this is effected, the liquid is introduced into a flask 
which communicates, by means of a bent tube, with a Will 
and Varrentrapp'R nitrogen-tube. Into this is introduced a 
solution of bisulphite, or of sulphurous acid, or bisulphide 
of carbon, or, if it is preferred, a solution of potassium 
iodide, and the tube is kept in cold water. To the liquid in 
the tube is added a small excess of pure chromic acid, or a 
mixture of sulphuric acid !lnd potassic bichromate, and the 
liquid is boiled until the bromine is completely expelled. 
It is then determined, either as bromide of silver, or by a 
colorimetric process, or indirectly by the volumetric deter
mination of the iodine which it liberates. To determine 
the chlorine it is merely needful to reduce the excess of 
chromic acid by means of a sulphite, and to precipitate 
with silver nitrite. 

M. C. LORILLEUX'S PRINTING AND LITHO
GRAPHIC INKS. 

Two kinds of varnish are employed in the manufacture 
of printing inks: the one obtained by boiling linseed oils, 
and the other from a mixture of resin and resin oil, the latter 
being chiefly used for newspapers where rapid drying is of 
importance. M. Lorilleux allows his linseed oil to rest for 
two years at a constant temperature. It is then boiled by 
means of hot air. at a distance from the furnaces, so as to 
remove every risk of fire. A mass of 2,500 kilos is boiled 
from twenty-four to fifty-six hours, and is stirred by a me
chanical agitator. The varnish thus obtained is limpid, and 
flows well. The lamp-black is produced either by means of 
specially constructed lamps, or by the decomposition of 
napllthalin oils, which fall by drops into a heated retort. 
The gaseous products are carried off by tubes, at the end of 
which Ihey are burnt under sheet-iron bells, while the black 
is carried off by a current of air into large chambers. It is 
afterward submitted to calcination. All the inks, lithogra
phic or typographic, are submitted to a practical trial be
fore being sent out. 
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NEW COLORING MATTERS. 

By OTTO N .  WITT. 
IF the solutions of molecular quantities of meta-toluylen. 

diamin and nitroso-dimethyl-anilin hydrochlorate in warm 
water are mixed, there is formed a deep blue liquid, from 
which a coloring matter can be precipitated by means of 
salt. The substauce obtained, (1,.H'8N4HCl+H.O, dis
solves readily with a bright blue color in cold water, alco
hol, and glacial acetic acid. By the use, on the one hand, 
of ortho and para-toluydin, of the isomeric toluylin-diamin 
and xylidin, and, on the other, of nitroso-dimethyl-anilin, 
nitroso-phenol, and of the othcr known nitroso-compoullds, 
the author has obtained a number of other new colors, with 
whose investigations he is now engaged. 

ON CUPROUS CHLORIDE. 
By M. ROSENFELD. 

IT is commonly stated that this compound is converted 
into copper sulphate by the action of concentrated nitric 
acid. In the cold, however, there is no action, and even 
with the aid of heat very little. Partially oxidized cuprous 
chloride can be rendered colorless by washing in glacial 
acetic acid. In dilute nitric acid cuprous chloride remains 
colorless if light be excluded. It is exceedingly susceptible 
to light. The author describes certain chromates of copper, 
with Whose further investigation he is engaged. 

At last the trade was ruined by an accident. Business frequency was always resumed. In most cases the patients happened to be rather slack with a master dyer, whose did not complain of any feeling of malaise on leaving the foreman had been a great admirer of the black mordant. A apparatus, and when the operation lmd not been of a serious keg of the article, which had been opened and partly used, character, they frequently walked and asked for food. remained in the wareroom, and was occasionally shifted to In three cases there was Eome subsequent nausea, but in make room for other articles. Now, as all our readers are, each of them India rubber mouth-pieces or new India-rubber or ought to be aware, if we mix two articles, one of much bags were employed, and it is possible that the naUEea should higher specific gravity than the other, and let them stand not be attributed to the nitrous oxide. A more frequent and for a few weeks with merely a little occasional gentle shak- unpleasent accident is the appearance of spasm in the limbs. ing, the articles will more or less completely part company, M. Bert is sure, however, that this is due to the pressure under the lighter being found at the top, and the heavier collecting which the gas is admini,tered being insufficient. An inat the bottom. crease in the pre,sure of 0 02 m. or 0'03 m., which could The owner, noticing the change, had his suspICIOns, and always be instantly obtained, sufficed to arrest it in every consulted an analytical chemist, who, of course, soon found case. out the secret, and black mordant disappeared from the The excess of pressure employed varied between 0-1.11 m. market. /lnd 0-22 m. In one case of rcdl1ction of a dislocation of The next instance that we shall mention is "French borax three days' duration, in a dealer in alcohol, it was necessary powder." Every one knows what an admirable detergent to employ an excess of pressure of 0'26 m. before ilJlSenSIborax is, both for manufacturing and domestic uses. But l:ility and muscular relaxation were obtained, and y'et the its high price did not allow of its being used for wool scour- l2atient spolw during almost the whole of the oper:ation. ing. Thus the empl(,yment of compressed air permits the modifi-One season, however, a man visited the principal markets cation of the dose of t.he agent with the greatest facility. of the textile districts who offered borax at a greatly reduced It is a difficult thing to change the proportion of a gaseous figure. It was not in crystals like the ordinary kind, and mixture, but a very easy thing to alter the tension of the scarcely looked so handsome, hence it was to be had on such chamber, and so the dose of tIle anresthetic. advantageous terms. But in quality it was warranted to be M. Bert, in conclusion, maintains the superiority of his nothing inferior to the ordinary borax crystals which had method over the compounds of hydrogen with carbon and hitherto been an almost unattainable luxury. Lots were ac· chlorine in the following palticulars: (1) by the absence of cordingly purchased with some eagerness, and were found the period vf initial excitement which is often so unpleasant to have plenty of "scour" in them, though some consumers and somelimes is even dangerous; (2) by the confidence and thought that it "punished" the wool somewhat severely, tranquillity which it gil'es to the surgeon, who is sure that and left it rather rougher than borax ought to do. At last the dose of the all/£E;thctic will not change during the operasome one noticed that the borax powder did not entirely dis- tion, alld t1at, in consequence, the patient has nothing to solve in water, but left a great proportion of a wbite residue. fear; (3) by the almost instantaneous return of complete This was collected, and proved to be lime, chiefly in the sensibility even after twenty-six minutes of anresthesia, so state of carbonate. Following up the clew, the French that, if it is desired, the patient may be awakened at a cerborax ]lowder turned out to be soda ash, mixed with such a tain period of the operation, and immediately put to sleep proportion of powdered quicklime that when put into boil- again; (4) by the common absence of malaise, nausea, and ing water as recommended a caustic soda-lye was produced. vomiting, so frequent and tedious after the use of chloroThe price charged, though low for borax, was very high form and ether; (5) and lastly, according to the experiments for what the article really was. This accordingly vanished which have been performed upon animals and the cases from the market . in which it has been used by man, the perfect s afety of But of such devices there is no end, and as fast as one is the method. He believes that the material difficulties wlII " blown upon," and has to be withdrawn, another is brought not prevent the adoption of the method, especially since Dr. forward in its place. As each of them is exceedingly lucra- Fontaine bas invented a movable chamber, which is suited to tive while it lasts, the ga� trade, when. boldly �ushed.' is the purpose. His estimate of its relative advantages, howmore profitable than genwne manufacturmg chemIstry, Just ever, must be considerably modified if we compare it, not as as the emoluments of the quack often exceed those of the, he does wilh pure nitrous oxide but with the mixture of most eminent phy�ician. . : nitrous 'oxide and ether, which Mr. Clover has found so val u-
As to the morahty of the system, and ItS effec�s upon the I able, and which possesses several of the advantages of M. trade of the country, those are matters about WhICh few care Bert's method, to which the necessity for an air-tight chamber in these days.-Chemical, Review. is a serious practical drawback It is very desirable that the 

method should be fairly tried, and one of our scientific bodies 
AN1ESTHESIA UNDER PRESSURE who have the power of granting sums of money forinvestiga

tion could hardly apply a grant to a better end; but the 
IN November last, M Paul Bert, who is fast becoming a advantages of the method will have to be signal and incon

rival of Virc!:lOw himself in the distinction he is achieving testable before we can expect air-tight cham berg to be intro
in the fields o f  science and politics, described an interesting duced for operations in our large hospitals, while it. is doubt
series of experiments on the facility and safety with which I ful whether the procedure is capable of practical employ' 
anresthesia could be produced by administering a mixture ment outside hospital walls.-Lancet. 
of nitrous oxide and oxygen in an air-tight chamber, in 
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which a pressure was maintained a little greater than that CHOLERA IN JAPAN. of the air; and be has communicaterl to a recent meeting of 
the Academie des Sciences some further observations, in DR. D_ B. SIMMONS, of Yokohama, writes as .follows to 
which the subject is transferred from the domain of experi- . the National Board of Health in regard to the present epi
ment to that of practical surgery. Commonly, to obtain; demic in Japan, under date of September 3,1879: 
anresthesia under ordinary atmospheric pressure, it is ne-·, The epidemic of cholera has assumed considerable propor
cessary to administer pure nitrous oxide, and the gas can I tions, having reached 100, 000 cases, with a mortality of about 
only be employed for operations of short duration, for as- 50 per cent. The disease was imported from China during 
phyxia threatens the patient as soon as sensibility disappears. ,the summer of 1877, and in that year the number of cases 
Hence this method has remained almost exclusively in the was between 14,000 and 15,000, with an average mortality 
hands of the dentists, who have employed it with safety: of about 50 per cent. Though nearly dying out in the win
hundreds of thousands of times. The method proposed by ter, it reappeared the next year, but the cases were compara
M. Paul Bert, however, permits the use of this anresthetic tively few. It lingered pnncipally in Osaka. This year it 
agent for operations of considerable duration. Two sur- began quite early in the season, and Hiogo has been the 
geons of the Paris hospitals have responded to the appeal principal center from which the disease has spread over the 
of M. Bert to permit a trial of the method, and the object of I whole empire. Within the last two months it has rapidly 
his recent communication was to relate to the Academie the' increased until it has reached the figures above - given. 
particulars of its employment in these cases. He described, 

I
' Strenuous efforts have been made by the government to stop 

first, the case of the removal of a nail by M. Labbe. The its progress in every direction. A coast quarantine waF 
patient was a young girl twenty years of age, timid and established between here and Kobe, and Osaka; but, unfor 
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